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statements a long process, rather than an immediate in

stantaneous establishment of a completed situation. God certainly could

have caused everythingflt1ppcned 404480~&,,des "bed in Genesis l.

to hppen in one instant if he chose. He would not six days of 2k/

hoursA 1Onthe
other hand #e could spread it over as long a period as he

It is entirely up to Him. The account of the third day

shows the trees and plants beginning to grow nd,ç growing up out of the

(?n
earth, until the earth was covered with them. God could have-eed, Jf

e chose, speedIp the process so that a' tb'Puld grow as much in

24 hours as it normally does in a hundred years. For that matter e
1

could make it grow .8 such in 5 minutes asAa hundred years 1 if pre chose.

But there is nothing in the paeage to suggest that things were done in

a manner so differehtfrot4he usual situation. The natural

interpretation of the passage is a process which might easily have con

sumed thousands or millions of years.

Thus the usage in the account of the third, fifth and sixth days,

suggests very strongly that these were long periods, rather than that /

they were periods of only 24 hours.

We notice that/ in the course of these days there are very clear

evidences ofsharp) sudden changes, def'nite .divine interventions

ir4the course of events. This is noticeable in many Places) but,,most.,EA1

i1n
cornection with the creation of man. Here God made something

that wasrr different? & anything that had existed before.

Patterns of some similarity might have been used but a 4e distinct

divine act is described) and sthate after he3/1I)
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